The purpose of this study is to show and discuss possible applications of contrastenhanced ultrasound (CEUS) quantification perfusion analysis, perfusion CT (pCT) quantification perfusion analysis and diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) for the study of liver and pancreatic tumors for prognostic stratification and therapeutic response assessment.
Learning objectives
The purpose of this study is to show and discuss possible applications of contrastenhanced ultrasound (CEUS) quantification perfusion analysis, perfusion CT (pCT) quantification perfusion analysis and diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) for the study of liver and pancreatic tumors for prognostic stratification and therapeutic response assessment.
Many Authors have reported the usefulness of CEUS and pCT with enhancement quantification analysis for either prognostic stratification or therapeutic response assessment in the study of liver and pancreatic tumors. Recent technological developments in MRI as diffusion-weighted imaging and dynamic contrast-enhanced MRI have been shown usefulness regarding the evaluation of liver and pancreatic tumors demonstrated its capability for prediction and assessment of therapeutic responses.
Background
Apart from molecular imaging techniques, several functional imaging techniques including dynamic contrast enhanced ultrasound (DCE-US) or magnetic resonance imaging (DCE-MRI), perfusion CT (pCT), and DWI have demonstrated promising ability to provide quantitative information regarding physiologic and molecular characteristics of tumors that cannot be analyzed with conventional morphologic imaging techniques. DCE imaging techniques evaluate changes in echogenicity (DCE-US), density (pCT) and signal intensity (DCE-MRI) after the intravenous injection of contrast media specific for each modality. DCE imaging permits therefore the investigation of tumor vascularization by evaluating the dynamics of contrast medium distribution from vessels to the tissue. Although pCT is relatively fast and easy to perform, its quantitative perfusion measurements are low reproducible between different equipments and scan protocols; moreover, patients are exposed to a relatively high radiation dose. Conversely, DCE-US and DCE-MRI are radiation-free techniques. It must be noted that pCT and DCE-MRI provide a more panoramic evaluation (investigating for example the whole upper abdomen) as compared to DCE-US, which instead has a limited coverage, being able to evaluate only the primary tumor or a single liver metastasis for each contrast medium bolus. DWI is an MRI technique that detects the diffusion of water molecules in biologic tissues; restricted diffusion caused by high cellularity, dense fibrosis, or cellular membrane modifications determines hyperintensity on high b-value DWI images with a decreased signal on the apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) maps; ADC maps can also provide a quantitative evaluation of water diffusion. DWI can be performed also in a single session along with DCE-MRI.
Findings and procedure details
The use of CEUS, pCT and DWI in the liver can give added value to the study of hepatocellular carcinoma and hypervascular metastatic diseases while in the pancreas can add useful information in the study of ductal adenocarcinoma and neuroendocrine tumors.
Discussing about pancreatic adenocarcinoma, a statistically significant difference between high ( Fig. 1 on page 8 ) and low grade ( Fig. 2 on page 8 ) neoplasms were demonstrated for PEI and BV parameters. PEI and BV cut-off values were respectively 17.8 HU and 14.8 ml/100 g. PEI identified high grade neoplasms with a 65% sensitivity, 92% specificity, 93% PPV, 61% NPV and 75% accuracy. BV identified high grade neoplasms with a 80% sensitivity, 75% specificity, 84% PPV, 69% NPV, 78% accuracy. Considering both PEI and BV, P-CT identified high grade lesions with a 60% sensitivity, 100% specificity, 100% PPV, 60% NPV and 75% accuracy.
In resectable pancreatic adenocarcinoma the enhancement pattern at CEUS may act as a prognostic factor. In particular from a prospective study on resectable panceratic cancer a univariate survival analysis with Kaplan-Meier function and unadjusted Cox model showed CEUS pattern markedly hypoenhancing and pathological differentiation features (undifferentiated) as significant determinants of mortality.
Functional imaging can help in the identification and localization of small PanNETs and in the differential diagnosis of controversial cases. DWI may represent a valuable tool to detect small PanNETs, in particular DWI may have a role in the pre-operative localization of small insulinomas. D'Assignies et al reported that PanNETs had higher mean BF values than normal pancreatic parenchyma, and this parameter was strongly correlated with intratumoral microvascular density (MVD). It seems therefore that PanNETs can be distinguished from ductal adenocarcinoma with the analysis of their inner perfusional characteristics, which can be sometimes independent from their post-contrast appearance at CT.
Mitotic index (Ki67%) and MVD are pathological parameters with a prognostic value in PanNETs; particularly, Ki67% is higher in less differentiated tumors, while MVD has an inverse correlation with the grade of differentiation. A correlation between CEUS enhancement pattern (homogeneous versus heterogeneous) and tumoral expression of Ki67 has been reported.
Studies regarding pCT showed interesting results. Rodallec et al reported an association between MVD and semiquantitative degrees of tumor enhancement, which suggests that this technique could help differentiate tumor grades. This correlation was reported also from D'Assignies et al; moreover, in this study the BF of benign PanNETs was higher than that of tumors of uncertain behavior and carcinomas, and significant correlations were found between pCT parameters (BF and mean transit time -MTT) and proliferation index, microscopic vascular neoplastic involvement and presence of lymph node or liver metastases. PCT results, therefore, may act as surrogate pre-operative parameters for PanNETs prognostication.
Differences in perfusion parameters between well-and poorly-differentiated PanNETs were reported also with DCE-MRI. Considering its limited spatial coverage, DCE-US seems to be inadequate for a panoramic follow-up examination of patients under treatment. CT and MRI can provide a more panoramic view as compared to US, therefore could take into account the possibility of a heterogeneous response to therapy of liver metastases. Miyazaki et al reported that DCE-MRI showed an increase in liver distribution volume and tumor distribution volume in responding patients with neuroendocrine liver metastases treated using radiolabeled octreotide; a lower pretreatment whole liver distribution volume and higher tumor arterial flow fraction were associated with better response to the treatment.
DWI can detect increases in water diffusivity caused by necrosis or apoptosis, which may reflect treatment response; changes in water diffusivity may occur much earlier than changes in tumor size and thereby may provide an early response indicator. Increase of water diffusivity causes a decrease in the signal intensity on high b value DW images and an increase in the ADC values.
Differences in tumor cellularity, ratio of nuclei and cytoplasm, membrane permeability and extracellular fibrosis among PanNETs of different grade are reflected by different ADC values ( Fig. 3 on page 8 
/s to dichotomize between benign and non-benign
NETs, they reported an accuracy of 88.9%, a sensitivity of 92.9%, and a specificity of 84.6%. Perfusion CT can predict tumor grade of pancreatic adenocarcinoma. In particular, PEI and BV perfusion parameters proved their efficiency in identifying high grade pancreatic adenocarcinoma. Perfusion CT (P-CT) is an imaging technique able to quantify the tissue enhancement after contrast material administration. Main P-CT fields of application are Neuroimaging (in diagnosing stroke and choosing its proper treatment) and Oncologic Imaging in terms of tumor assessment, characterization and staging, angiogenesis assessment, response to therapy prediction and response to therapy monitoring. Many other applications are however emerging also in non oncologic fields such the assessment of changes in organ (liver, pancreas and spleen) perfusion in cirrhotic patients.
Images for this section:
Furthermore literature data reveals that functional imaging techniques are promising tools for the non-invasive evaluation of PanNETs. DWI has a definite role in the improvement of localization of small tumors and in the detection of subtle metastases. DCE imaging and IVIM could have a role in the characterization of PanNETs, for the differential diagnosis with other solid pancreatic tumors in controversial cases and for prognostication. The most ambitious perspectives are the possibility of differentiating tumors grade and the evaluation of treatment response, particularly to provide an early screening of nonresponder patients. Finally, further studies are needed to evaluate the possible role of functional imaging, particularly pCT and DCE-MRI, for the assessment of tumor response to targeted therapies. MRI is becoming the gold standard technique for the non-invasive assessment of abdominal NETs, due to its wider use. Literature data show that MRI has a great potential in the identification, characterization and staging of NETs. Interesting preliminary data have been published about the possibility of functional MRI in prognostication and treatment assessment. 
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